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The concepts of losslessness and maximum available power are
basic to the lowsensitivity properties of doubly terminatedlossless
networks of the continuous-time domain.
Based on similar concepts, we develop a new theory for lowsensitivity discrete-time
filter structures. The mathematical setup for the development is the
bounded-real property of transfer functions and matrices. Starting
from this property, we derive procedures for the synthesis of any
stable digital filter transfer function by means of a lowsensitivity
structure. Most of the structures generated by this approach are
interconnections of abasic building block called digital “two-pair,”
and each two-pair is characterized by a lossless bounded-real (1BR)
transfer matrix.
The theory and synthesis procedures also cover special cases such
as wave digital filters, which are derived fromcontinuous-time
networks, and digital lattice structures, which are closely related to
unit elements of distributed network theory.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In practice, a digital filter implemented either on a general-purpose computer orbyusingspecial-purposehardwarebehaves differently from its idealizeddesigndue to
the finiteword-length
available to represent the signal
variables and the multiplier coefficients. One of the practical issues, amongothers, is thusthesensitivity
offilter
performance to minor variations ofthemultipliercoeffiof low-sensitivity structuresarises
cients.Theimportance
out of the fact that the characteristics of such a structure
implementated with quantized multiplier coefficientsis very
close to that of an ideal infinite-precision implementation.
In addition, if the multiplier coefficients can be represented
by fewer bits, the implementation could operate at a faster
speed and/or be less expensive. Moreover, there exist certain structures in which, if the multiplier coefficients are
are necessarily
restricted to a certainrangethestructures
stable. Thus for such structures, parameter quantization can
be done in such a way that stability is not impaired.
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able-power bounds, are known to have low passband sensitivity, as explained by Orchard [I]. Wave digital filters,
originally proposedbyFettweis
[2], are afamilyoffilter
structures derived by imitating classical doubly terminated
losslesselectricalnetworks.
It was originallyconjectured
that these structures will inherit the low-sensitivity properties of the continuous-time structures. Crochiere [3] demonstrated this conjecture for a number of design examples in
1972. A typical wave digital filter design starts with a prototype LC network, and each circuit element is transformed
into an equivalent element.in the signal flow network. This
transformation is done by viewing each element as a oneport. During this imitation process, a transformation of the
is made, so that the signals
voltageandcurrentvariables
appearing in the digital signal flowgraph are not discretized
versions of voltageandcurrent,
but linearcombinations
thereof, called the incident and reflected waves. The reason
for making the transformation is that, if voltage and current
are retained as variables of the flowgraph, certain delay-free
loopsappear, makingthe structure“unrealizable.”
However, if “waves” are used as variables in the flowgraph, this
can usually be avoided by following certain elegant interconnection rules [2]. According to the work in [2], it appears
that the low-sensitivity properties are the result of an imitation of low-sensitivity continuous-time filters, and the use
of wave variables themselves has only to do withrealizability considerations. To interconnect wave-ports of different
characteristic impedances, ”wave adaptors” are used, which
are basically multiport interconnection networks, having no
internal delay elements.
Fettweisandothers,
in morerecentwork,showthat,
wave filters have other desirable properties, such as internal
stability and immunity from granular oscillations [4], [5].
Swamy and Thyagarajan [6] in 1975 and Constantinides [7]
in 1976 showed that special types
of digital filter cascade
structurescanbe obtained from classical continuous-time
networks by considering each element in the continuousas a two-port rather than a one-port (as
timedomain
originallydone byFettweis). In theresulting structures,
adaptors do not make an explicit appearance. These structures were demonstrated to have low-sensitivity properties
similar to wave filters. In 1978 Lawson [8] showed how the
voltage-current to wave transformation can be generalized,
and in 1980 Ali 191 extended this idea to obtain more
structures having low-sensitivity properties.
Cascaded digital ladder and lattice structures (the “Gray
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and Markel” structures [Ion, are not derived from continuous-timelumped filters, but sharesome properties in common with wave filters, such as passivity and freedom from
[Ill, [12].
oscillations
granular

8. Objective and Outline
Our aim in this paper is to develop a general framework
forthe
design ofdigitalfilter
structures exhibiting low
sensitivity of the magnitude response in the passband with
respect to the multiplier coefficients. We restrict ourselves
to linear time-invariant, causal,
one-dimensional
digital
filters. The proposed theoretical framework
not only leads
to well-known low-sensitivity structures such as wave digital filters [2] andcascaded-latticestructures [IO], but also
formsthe basis of a number of new suchstructures.We
thus expand the family of filter structures that have favorable coefficientquantization properties.The new theory
developed entirely in the z-domain, is based on the concept of ”losslessness” of certain building blocks. All the
developments and results reported here are independently
developed for discrete-time systems, without any reference
to continuous-time-domain counterparts. (Occasional reference to continuous-time domain is made whenever it becomes instructive to point out certain similarities and analogies with existing classical filter theory results.) An obvious
advantage of such generality and independence from reference to continuous-time filters is the following: Thereare
several important design methods advanced by Dolan and
Kaiser [13], Deczky[14],Saramaki
[15], Rabiner[16],and
others that develop directly in the z-domain, digital transfer
functions with optimal magnitude characteristics. Using our
new theory, low-sensitivity structuresthat sharemany of
the attractive properties of wave digital filters canalso be
derived forthesetransfer functions, even though they do
not have their origin in the continuous-time domain, and as
a result,cannot beimplemented with wave digitalfilter
Structures.
We first review somebasicconcepts,
definitions and
notations in Section It. In Section Ill, westart
from a
z-domaindescriptionof
a digitalfilter andarrive at the
conditions for low sensitivity of structures. We show that,
in a natural way this gives rise to the concept of bounded(LBR) functions and
real (BR) andlosslessbounded-real
structures. In Section IV we look into some general properties of LBR-based structures. For the digital LBR two-pair we
provide an extensive list of properties in terms of the chain
parameters [17]. We derive general conditions that a digital
two-pair must satisfy in order to be a basic first-order LBR
two-pair. We then consider interconnection properties of
LBR two-pairs. At the beginning of Section V we look into
other “LBR-like”structures,
which are sufficient for lowis onthe synthesis of a
sensitivitydesigns.Thissection
scalar lossless bounded-real function using “LBR extraction
approach” and lays the basicmathematical foundation for
the succeedingsections.
In Section VI, we outlinethe
synthesis of general BR functions. First-andsecond-order
LBR building blocks that lead to realizable cascaded structuresare
developed here.The
resulting structureshave
very-low passband sensitivity, and we include a number of
synthesis examples in Section VI1 to demonstrate this point.
Finally, in Section Vlll we show how the wave digital filters,
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andcascaded-latticestructure building blocks fall under the
class of structuresadvancedhere.
II. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, lower case letters denote constants. Lower
case letters with anargument(such
as h(n), g(rn), f ( k ) ,
etc.) denote scalar functions of discrete-time index. Upper
case letters indicate scalar functions, with the independent
variable being a transformvariable,forexample
H(eiU),
G(z), etc. Wherever functional dependence is obvious, we
may not explicitly indicate it.
Upper case script letters denote a vector or a matrix, for
example F(z), Y(z), etc.Superscriptasteriskstands
for
transposed conjugate and superscript tilde is used to indicate a transposition followed by replacement of the independent variable by its reciprocal. Thus, H*(z) = H(z*),
.T*(z) = F ( Z * ) , i ( z ) = ~ ( z - ’ ) , 4 ( z =
) ~ ‘ ( z - ’ ) for scalar
andmatrixtransferfunctions,respectively.
On the unit
and “*” clearly are equivalent.
circle of the z-plane,
Next, given a scalar transfer function C(z), we denote its
first and second derivatives with respect to z-’ as G‘(z) and
C”(z), respectively.Upper-case f standsfor the identity
be understoodfrom the context,
matrixwhoseordercan
and 8 stands for null matrix of appropriate dimensions. The
notation 9 < 1 where 9 and 2 are square matrices, is an
abbreviation for ”2 - 9” being positive semidefinite. Thus
9 * ( z ) 9 ( z ) < Y implies, [ 9 ( z ) Y ] * 9 ( z ) Y < Y * 9 forall
(complex) vectors Y.
“-’I

X ( Z l -+--Y(c)

Fig. 1. A single-input single-output digital filter

We consider in thispaper
single-input,single-output
digital filters (Fig. 1) characterizedbyrealrationaltransfer
functions
N
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where Y(z) and X(z) are the Z-transforms of the output and
input sequences, y(n) and x ( n ) , respectively. An important
subclass of such transfer functions
is the all-pass function
given by
H(z) =

b,

+ b,-,z-l + . . . + b,z-(N-” + Z-N
1 + b,z-l + 42-2 + ... + b,z-N

(2)

If H(1) = 1, it is a Type A all-pass transfer function, whereas,
if H(1) = -1, it is a Type 8 all-pass transfer function.
The synthesis procedure developed in this paper realizes
any given H(z) of the form (1) as terminated digital two-pair
structure [I71 as indicated in Fig. 2. The digital two-pair is
described either by a transfer matrixY(z) = [ T,,(z)]

Fig. 2. The constraineddigital two-pair.

now the multiplier coefficientm, is perturbed
Y(z)=

mi -+ m,

(3)

=Y ( Z ) % ( Z )

or equivalently by a chain matrix I I ( z )

+ Am,

(9)

then, as long as stability is not impaired, it will result in the
decrease of the value of IH(ej"o)[ regardless of the sign of
Am;. This results in the plot of IH(ej"o)>las a function of m,
as sketched in Fig.3(b).Thus
the slope of 1H(ej"o)>lwith
respect to m, is precisely zero at this frequency. This prop.,M.
erty holds for every multiplier coefficient m,, i = 1,2;.
This means that, the first-order sensitivity defined by

The elementsof above two-pair matrices are related through

The input transfer function H ( z ) of the constrained twopair of Fig. 2 can be expressed in terms of thetwo-pair
parameters and the constraining transfer function C ( z ) as

or equivalently, the constraining transfer function C ( z ) can
be expressed in terms of the input transfer function H ( z ) by

A two-pair is said to be reciprocal if T,, = T2, or A D - BC
1 [18]. Likewise, a two-pair is anti-reciprocal if T,, = - T,,
or AD - BC= -1.
=

111. REQUIREMENTS
STRUCTURES

FOR LOW SENSITIVITY OF

DIGITAL
FILTER

Consider a digital transfer function H ( z ) as given by (1).
There are severalsituations
in which thefrequencyresponse magnitude IH(e/")l should be very close to unity in
the entire passband. For such transfer functions, digitization
ofthemultipliercoefficients
cancausean
unacceptable
amount of deviation in the passband response. A structure
with low passbandsensitivity is mostappropriatefor
the
implementationof this class oftransfer functions. In this
paper, we are primarily interested in the sensitivity properties of the magnitude of the frequency response IH(e'")l in
the filter's passband. Once a structure has been chosen, the
implementation is characterized by a set of multiplier coefficients: Q = { m,, m 2 ; * .,mh,}. Assume the structure to be
such that, regardless of the actual values of the parameters
m,, IH(e'")lis bounded above byunity. Let w,, be a frequency
in the passbandsuchthatIH(e/"o)>l
= 1 (seeFig. 3 (a)). If
4

f

Fig. 3. (a) A typical magnitude response plot. (b) Illustrating small passband sensitivities.
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with respect to any parameter m, is zero at any frequency w
where IH(e'")l is unity. Therefore, if we have a number of
closelyspacedmaxima
in the passband,wecanexpect
good sensitivity properties in this band. Summarizing, if the
following three properties are satisfied by a structure and its
associated transfer function, the structure has low passband
sensitivity
P(1): The boundedness property: IH( e'")l < 1 .
P(2): The magnitude IH(e'")l attains the maximum value
of unity at certain frequencies in the passband.
P(3): Property P(1) holdsregardless of thevalues of the
multiplier coefficients, as long as they remain in a
certain range.
Property P(3) means that the boundednessproperty
is
caused by the structure, rather than by the values of parameterscharacterizing thefilter. Thus if the parametersare
changed, with thestructure remainingthe same, IH(e/")l
may change for each frequency,
but still remains bounded
byunity. Wecanthus
say Property P(1) is "structure induced." Now, Property P(1) is equivalent to
for all w

IY(el")l Q I x ( e / " ) l ,

(11)

where Y( e'"') and X ( e'") are the Fourier transforms of y( n )
and ~ ( n ) respectively.
,
In thetime
domain, the above
inequality is equivalent to thefollowing, assumingzero
initial energy:

n=O

n-0

where { x ( n ) } is any square-summable sequence. The quantities
ffi

00

c

n=O

x 2 ( n ) and

c v'(n)

n-0

are, respectively, the energy of the input signal,and the
output signal [19]. Hence we can restate the boundedness
property as
A stable H ( z ) is bounded, if and only if, for every

finite-energy input sequence, the corresponding output sequence has at most the same energy.
Consider a real rational function of z satisfying Property
P(1).Such a function, is real, for real z. Thus we are led to
the following definition:
Definition 3.1: A real rational function H ( z ) will be called
a bounded real (BR) function if it satisfiesthe following
properties:
a) H(z) is analytic on and outside the unit circle IzI = 1
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b) IH(e/")l G 1,

9 (z)Y(z)

for all w .

It can be shown, with the help of the maximum modulus
theorem, that if H(z) is BR then IH(z)l < 1 for (zI > 1 unless
H(z) is a constant. Note that Condition a) is equivalent to
stability, whereas, Condition b) canalwaysbesatisfiedby
scaling.Clearly,these
do not,bythemselves
imply low
sensitivity, which is a property related to the structure. It is
Property P(3) that is crucial for low sensitivity. Accordingly,
we turn our attention to this issue.

=4,

Y*(z)Y(r) ~

for all z

P ( z - l ) F ( z ) =4,

4

,f o r l z l 2 I .

(1 8)

In summary,given a scalar BR transfer function H(z), we
can realize it by a low-sensitivity structure if we can find a
means of "embedding" it into a 2 x 2 transfer matrix satisfying (17 ) .
The inequality (18) implies
S*Y*(z)S(z)S<

+

(17)

and

A. Choice of the Basic Structure

We are looking for
structures
that
impose
certain
boundedness conditions on the transfer function, regardless
of the values of the parameter vector (as long as stability is
not violated). Let us first look at the easier problem where
the inequality in (11) is a strict equality. This corresponds to
anall-passtransfer
function as givenby (2). Because of
equality in (11) and (12), the transfer function of (2) will be
calleda lossless bounded-real (LBR) function. Since the
numerator polynomial is the mirror image of the denominatorpolynomial, there are only N distinct coefficients involved. It is possible, therefore, to obtain structures with, N
multipliers of values'b, [20]. Thus if a particular multiplier
coefficient b, changes to b, Abip the mirror image relation
between numerator and denominator is still retained, and
therefore (11) continues to hold with equality. As long as
the perturbations do not causeany pole to move outside
the unit circle, the all-pass filter will remain stable. Thus for
LBR functions,theconstraint
on the coefficients makes it
possible to induce Property P(1) structurally.
Ifthe transfer function is not LBR, the above situation
does not hold, and we should find other means of inducing
Property P(1) through structure. For this, note that the key
= 1.
property of an all-pass filter is the equality, H(z-~)H(z)
It can be shown (as we shall see later) that if F ( z ) is the
transfermatrix
of a digitaltwo-pairthenthefollowing
property:

for all z

S*Y,

for all 9.

(19)

Note that (16) implies that for an LBR two-pair

i-1

i=l

which,uponintegration
Parseval's relation, yields
m
n=O

and followed by the use of

m

m

nn-0
-0

n-0

X

and this is losslessness stated in the time domain.
B. Realizability of Interconnected LBR Two- Pairs

Once a BR transfer functionH(z) is embedded into a
two-pair LBR matrix, i.e., H(z) madeequal to oneof the
T,,(z)'s, we should find means of implementing the two-pair.
One way is to realize F ( z ) as an interconnection of lower
4 showsthreesucharrangements.
A
ordertwo-pairs.Fig.
digitalfilter structure is realizable if it has no delay-free
loops [19]. Referring to Fig. qa),II-cascading does not

(13)

can be "structure-induced" in a way similar to the case of
an all-pass filter. The conditionof
(13), whichwe call
para-unitariness, implies
IT,k(e'")('

+ IT2k(ei")12

on the unit circle. Thuseach
functions T,,(z) is bounded as

I Ti( e'")l G

1,

=

1,

k

one ofthe

= 1,2

(14)

scalar transfer

for all o.

(1 5)

Thus we can induce the boundedness property by means of
a two-pairexhibitingthe
"matrix all-pass property" (see
(13)). With this motivation, we define now the lossless
bounded-realness of a digital two-pair as follows:
described
by
the
Definition 3.2: A digitaltwo-pair,
transfer matrixF(z) (with real coefficients) is called lossless
bounded-real if
a)Each element of Y ( z )is stable,
b) F*(e'")F(e'") = 4 ,
for all o in 0

w

< 2rr.

(1 6)
Condition a) implies analyticity in (zI 3 1. It canthus be
shown that if Y(z) is LBR it also satisfies the para-unitary
condition
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(c)

Fig. 4. (a) The ll-cascade. (b) The cross-connection. (c) The
Scascade.

T,,

generate delay-free loops if and only if the
element of
,, elements have
each two-pair has a forward delay (or, all T
this property). Equivalently, these elements must have
the
form of (1) with do = 0. Thus a HI-cascade structure without
delay-free loops mustnecessarily be oneof two forms:
T,,-delaybasedor T,,-delay based. If a doubly terminated
lossless ladder of the continuous time domainis imitated in
the discrete domain byusingthe
bilinear transformation,
the resulting structure is a II-cascade of two-pairs. If volt-
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age and current are retained as flow variables in this structure, it necessarily leadsto delay-free loops [21].
IV.

On the unit circle in the z-plane, (22a),(22b),(24a),
(24b) imply

DIGITAL
LBR TWO-PAIRS

We shall outline later the low-sensitivity realization of BR
transfer functions using a cascaded LBR two-pair structure
constrained at one end by a multiplier. In this section we
outline the properties of the first-order reciprocal LBR twopair which is one of the building blocks in oursynthesis
procedure. We also indicate certain LBR two-pair interconnections that preserve the LBR property.
A. Properties of LBR Two-Pairs
Recall that the LBR property involves stability and paraunitariness. Writing out the para-unitariness (see (17)) component by component we arrive at

and

I %I2 + I T21I2 = 1

(26a)

+ lT2*I2

(26b)

lT2I2

=

1

lG1I2

= l7i2I2

(26c)

I? A 2

= I 7il12.

(26b)

and lTZll2 are complementary with respect to
Thus \?,I2
and T,, are equal
unity. Moreover, the magnitudes of
everywhere on IzI = 1 and so are the magnitudes of T,, and
q,. Finally, each of the Ti are themselves BR functions.
In severalsynthesisexamples,
we assume thatthe LBR
two-pair is reciprocal. It canbe shown [21]that Y ( z ) is
reciprocal para-unitary if and only if

T,,

B = c

A = b

(27)

AD-BC=I.

B. General Form of First-Order Reciprocal LBR Two-Pairs

For stability, zeros of A ( z ) must be in IzI < 1. We wish to
rewrite the para-unitariness of Y ( z ) in terms of the chain
parameters. Substituting (5) in (22) we find

C c + I= A i
BE + ( A D

- 6 C ) ( i b - st) = AS
[ ( A D - BC) = B .

(23a)
(23b)

= T22722

7 3 2 =

T21721.

(24a)

( A D - BC)( Ab

-

st) = 1.

(25a)

Table 1

Properties of Para-Unitary Transfer and Chain
Matrix Parameters

N,, = c j j ( s

’

+ rz-’).

(29)

In other words, each one of the Ti is a first-order ail-pass
filter, with gain cjj. It is a simple matter to find the relation
between the c j j .Para-unitariness gives rise to

(25b)

Other useful implications of para-unitarinesscanbe similarly derived. We summarize all such properties in Table 1,
which alsoindicates sets of propertiesthat arenecessary
and sufficient for para-unitariness.

+ 9jjz-1
+ sz-1

We first take care of a special case. Note, one possibility
is to let all the numerators of Ti to be of the form

(24b)

Equation (24) along with (5) and (6) implies
Bb = Cc

Njj(z)
pjj
T.. = -=
‘I
Q(z)
r

(23c)

It is shown in [21] that (22) implies
Tl&l

Wenow obtain a general description for the transfer
matrix Y ( z ) and the chain matrix n ( z ) describing a firstorder LBR two-pair. This is followed by special cases, some
of which reduce to certain digital building blocksalready
known in the literature.
The General Form: Consider a first-order two-pair transfer matrix Y ( z ) with elements

c12= k

{x {x.
c2, = k

(30)

With a choice of positive signs in (30) we arrive at

(31 1

c11 = - c22
by making further use of para-unitariness.Thussuch
first-order LBR two-pair is of the form

a

where cll is arbitrary, but in the range 0 < ( C , ~ I < 1.
We now assume that none of the entries Tj is an all-pass.
We can then write the general form as
A=

1
x0

+ az-’

B=

+ xlz-l

c
x0

+ bz-’

+ x,z-1

C=

D=A

(33)

where all coefficients are real and Jal < 1 and C, D have the
xlz-’. It can be shown, using the
same denominator x.
properties of LBR two-pairs derived earlier, that either x. =
x1 or x. = - x , , andmoreoverthatthe
LBR two-pair is
described by

+

V)

&
=I
>B
CA = D S

(AD -

BC)(Ab- 6 0

1

AA = DE
Set 1 is necessary as well as sufficient for para-unitariness.
Set IV is necessary as well as sufficient for para-unitariness.
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A=

+ az-1
xo(l + z - ’ )
1

B=

cSbz-’
xo(l
z-1)

+

c=d o=A
(34)
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for the case x. = x1 and by

+

1 az-'
A=
xo(l - 2-1)

B=

IX,(e/")l'

c

+ bz-l

C = j D=A

x,(l - z-7)
(35)

for the case where x. = -x1. Here, the constant "a" must
satisfy la1 < 1 (to ensure stability). For the case where x. =
x l , the parameter c has to satisfy

I-a
c= 5 I - k

'd

*2

-

-

(I

+ k)'(I

c=

az-1

B=

(1 - k)'

D=

T,,

+ 2-7)
a

&(I

+ 2-1
+ z-1)

(38)

or equivalently, in terms of the transfer parameters,

a
T,,= k 1 I+- az-1
=

T,, =

T,, = T

+ ~~,(e/")l'

+

+~~~(e'")l~.

2-1)

+

showing that the resulting two-pair is para-unitary. Moreover, the resulting two-pair can be proved to be stable and
therefore LBR.
c) The Scascadeinterconnection:
Thisis shown in
Fig.4(c), and is a conventional cascade of a multi-input,
is qq
multi-output system.Theoveralltransfermatrix
which leads to

99-=
g q q q =g q

(39)
'

Note again the choice of varioussignsthat is available to
us. One explanation is that the properties of a reciprocal
LBR two-pair are not affected if both A and D or both Cand
B change sign.
Similarly,expressionscan be derived for the parameters
of a two-pair with a forward delay in Tl.
Interconnection of LBR Two-Pairs: Given a higher order
two-pair, a convenient way of implementing it, is by interconnecting lower order two-pairs. We next describe interconnection schemes that preserve the LBR property.
a) The II-cascade (Fig. 4(a)): By para-unitary property
of each LBR two-pair we have:

SYNTHESIS

OF

LBR FUNCTIONS

In this section we introduce the procedure for synthesis
of a scalar LBR function as a 11-cascade of LBR two-pair
structures, terminated in a constant LBR function (i.e., a
multiplier of value 1 or -1). The principles introduced here
are extensivelyused
in the succeedingsectionfor
the
synthesis of general BR transfer functions.
A. The LBR-Generated Class

Consider the realization of a transfer function C,(z)
in
the form of a constrained two-pair as shown in Fig. 5 where
G,,-,(z) is the constrainingtransfer function. G,(z) and
G,-,(z) are related according to (7,(8)

and
Fig. 5.

for all o.Combining these equations we arrive at
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=4

and therefore para-unitariness holds. Moreover, it is easy to
checkthatany
pole in 9-also appears in 5 and/or 6.
Hence stabilitycondition is automaticallymet,preserving
the LBR property.
Finally, it can beshownfromthe
definition of LBR
functions and matrices, that if the variable z-' is replaced
by a scalar LBR function, the resulting matrix or function is
still LBR. (Such a substitution can be made on the structure
itself, provided that it does not generate delay-free loops.)
An arbitrary combination of these interconnections also
preserves LBR property. It is thus clear that we have potentially several possible structures that can exhibit low passband sensitivity. A particular interconnection, namely the
II-cascade, gives rise to lattice structures [Ill, and many of
the wave digital filter structures [ 2 ] , [6].
V.

* &(I1 + +az-7

(I - a)z-'
1 az-'

+

IXl(ej")12 + ~ ~ , ( e ' " ) l ' = I q ( e j " ) l ' Iyz(e'Y)12

(37)

*(I - a)z-'

I(&

2-1)

+(I - a )
*&(I + z-1)

T,,

+

(X,(e/")12 l ~ ~ ( e ' "=) IQ(e'")12
/~

The preceding equations leads to

- a)'

T,,

* 6 1( 1+ +

+ IY2(ejw)12

and

For the case x. = -x1, similar relations can be derived.
Two points worth noting from the general form of the
and 5,
first-order reciprocal two-pair areas follows: a)
must have a zero at z = 1 or -1, unless the entries
are
all all-pass functions. Theseare the transmissionzeros. b)
The choice of suitable sign parameters may sometimes be
useful in the choice of one of several equivalent structures.
This is somewhat analogous to the situation which arises in
the Gray and Markel lattices, where suitable choice of sign
parameters leads to improved internal scaling [IO].We now
turn to certain special cases of the general form.
T,,-delaybased structures: It canbe shown using the
above formulation that if the first-order LBR two-pair has a
pure delay in the numerator of T,, then the two-pair has the
form
A=

Iyl(eju)12

IY3(e/")I2 IX2(e/")12= Iy(e'")l'

+ a)'

(1

=

showing that the resulting two-pair is para-unitary. It can be
easily verified, using the BR property of each T j of an LBR
two-pair, that the IT-cascade is a stable structure. II-cascading, therefore, preserves LBR property.
b) Cross-connected LBR two-pairs (Fig. 4(b)): The LBR
property of each two-pair implies

and x. is obtained from
x0 =

+ IX,(e/")l'

Two-pair extraction

I

determine a II-cascadeof first-orderreciprocal LBR twopairs terminated in a multiplier of value 1 or -1, as shown
in Fig. 6, from a given real rational scalar LBR function. Here
each G,,,(z) is a scalar LBR function of order m. We start by
considering T,,-delay-based realizations.We
outlinethe
synthesis procedure for Type A functions. The modification
for Type B is straightforward.
The Basic ExtractionStep: Thebasicstep in the implementation is as follows: Given a scalar LBR Gm(z),extract a
two-pair such that the following three conditions are satisfied:

I

C*w
GJZ)
Fig. 6. A cascade realization of GN(z).

Fig. 7. TheLBR-generated two-pair.

The realization scheme shown
in Fig. 5 canberegarded
as extracting a digitaltwo-pair with transfermatrix F ( z )
from G,,(z)
and ending upwith a “remainder”transfer
function G,,-,(z) of lower order than G,,,(z). In this manner
G,,,(z) can be synthesizedbysuccessive
two-pair extractions. We will be interested in cases where F ( z ) is an LBR
two-pair.
From (40) it is seen that, given G,(z), the “constraining”
function G,,,-,(z) is unchanged if all the chain parameters
a
arescaledby
the same quantity(which mayevenbe
function of z). In other words, if we consider a II-cascade
obtainedby theextractionapproach,
the partialtransfer
functions G,,,(z) (Fig. 6) are unaffected by such an arbitrary
scaling of the chain parameters. Such a scaling of the chain
matrix affects only the 6, and T,, elements of each F ( z ) .
Para-unitariness is usuallylost as a result. It remains to
investigate how this scaling affects sensitivity properties.
LBR
two-pair. Let
Let II(z) be thechain matrix of an
ll,(z) be related to I I ( z ) via
ll,(Z) =

.(z)ll(z).

This relationship is demonstrated in Fig. 7. It is evident that

a) the extracted two-pair is reciprocal LBR of first-order,
b) Gm-l(z) is scalar LBR,
c) G,,-,(z) is of order m - 1 (or less).
A first-orderreciprocal

LBR two-pair with T,,-delayhas
a
general form of (38) and (39),if the transmission zeros of
the two-pair are at z = -1. As far as the synthesis of G,,,(z)
is concerned, it is enough to consider the following form of
representation of the chain parameters:
A x 1 +uz-’ 6 = *(I - 6 ) z - l

C = *(I - u )

(42)

D=u+z-’

which results by ignoring the common denominator. Note
that

a
* 1 I+-uz-l

T,, = -AC=

(43)

which at z = -1 reduces to +I, and this is also the value
with T,,(z) = 1.
of G,,,(-I) because T,,(z) mustbezero
Thusthechoice of the sign of 6 and C is guided by the
actual value of G,,,(-l) which can only be either 1 or -1.
For odd m we choosenegativesign;andforeven
m we
choosepositivesign
(with a Type B all-pass, the choice
would have been opposite).
Condition b) requires that G,,,-, should be LBR. From

c ( z ) C ( Z )+ A(z)~(z)G,,,(z)C,,,(Z)
- c ( z ) ~ ( z ) C , , , (Z )C ( Z ) A ( Z ) G , ( Z )
G-n-l(Z)Gn-l(z)

+

D ( z ) ~ ( z ) ~(z)~(z)G,(z)C,,,(Z )B ( z ) B ( z ) G , ( z ) - B ( z ) D ( z ) C , ( Z )

the sensitivityproperties of GN are not affectedbythis
scaling. Let HN(z) be the cross-transfer function as shown
of H N ( z ) are the
in Fig. 7. Thenthesensitivityproperties
same as those of ( l / a ) HN(z) if a ( z ) is a constant. Now the
chain parameters of l l l ( z ) donot satisfythe reciprocity
condition of (27). However, if a ( z ) = &(z), then the elements of & ( z ) satisfy the relations
A, =

dl

B, =

cl AIDl - B,C, = [ ~ ( z ) ] ’ . (41)

We refer to such two-pairs having all zeros of Al(z) strictly
insidethe unit circle as “reciprocalLBR-generated digital
two-pairs.” It is easy to see that ll-cascade of two members
of the reciprocal LBR-generated class belongs to reciprocal
LBR-generatedclass. A ll-cascadeof LBR-generated twopairs can be used in the synthesis of low-sensitivity structures.

6. Synthesis of Scalar LBR Functions

and the assumption that G , ( z ) ~ , , , ( z )= 1 for all z, we get
G,,,.-,(Z)G,,,-~(Z)
= 1 for all z. In particular, IGm-ll = 1 on
JzI= 1. Hence there are no poles on the unit circle.
it is clearthat
Nextconsider Condition c).From (a),
G,,,-,(z) is at most of order m 1. Substituting (42)in (40)
with positive signs on 6 and C, we get for a Type A all-pass
G,,,(z) with rn even

+

Gm-,(z) =

+

I - u -(I
UZ-’)G,,,(Z)
(1 - u ) z - l G m ( z ) -(u
z-1)

+

’

(44)

Observe

G,,,-,(-I)

= -

1 - u) -(I - u)
1 -u-(I - u )

(

(451

implying that [ C(z) - A(z)G,,,(z)] and [ B(z)G,,,(z)- D ( z ) ]
have a common factor (1 z-’). Therefore, the order of
G,-,(z)
given by (44) is at most m. Consequently, we need
to force a second cancellation of common factors between
the numerator and denominator of Gm-l(z) to ensure that
it is of order less than m.
Applying L’Hospital’s rule we arrive at

+

In thissection, we develop the basic principles of LBR
two-pair extraction that produces order reduction in a transfer function. The problem to be solved in this section is to
410
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To force the second cancellation, we set

a) A scalar LBR transfer function G,,(z) of order m, with
= 1, can be realized by extracting a T,,-delay based
first-order LBR two-pair characterized by the chain parameters

Gm(-l)

(47)
It can be shown [21] that this choice of u leaves a remainder
G,,-,(z) which is stableandhence LBR. With u as given
above, a second application of L'Hospital's rule results in
lim

C,,,-,(z)

=

z-1- -1

-(I
- 0)GE

A =1

C=(l -u)

z-l=-l

(48)

= -1

by Lemma A.l of Appendix I. Thuswehaveestablished
general conditions for successful extraction.
Another important factthat follows from the properties
u defined by
of scalar BR functions is thattheparameter
(47) satisfies

- u)z-'

D=u+z-'

(51 a)

u = G;,/( G;, - l ) l z - l = - ,

(51 b)

with 0 u 1, suchthat the remaindertransfer function
G,,-,(z) is an ( m - 1)th order scalar LBR function satisfying
Gm-,(-l) = -1.
b) A scalar LBR transfer function G,,(z) of order m, with
G,,,(-I) = -1, canberealized
by extracting a TJJ-delay
based first-order LBR two-pair characterized by
A

1

+ UZ-'

C = -(I
- U)

(49)

O,<U<l

B = (1

where

- 2uGh

2(1 - u)G;, -(I
- U)GG

+ UZ-'

B = -(I
- u)z-'

D= u

+ Z-'

(52a)

where
which is a consequence of Lemma A.2 of Appendix I. Now
= 0 implies
= T,, = 0, which is a degenerate case in
the sense that theextracted two-paircompletely isolates
thecircuit on its rightfrom that at its left. On theother
hand, if u = 1 then TI, = T2, = 0 and q2 = T,, = il which
implies that there is no progress in the extraction scheme.
Therefore, we hereafter ignore the possibility of any equality in the inequality (49), and assume 0 < u < 1.
Now consider the case Gm(-l) = -1, which arises, for
example, when m is odd (and when all the partial functions
are of Type A). We proceed as follows: Redraw the configuration as in Fig. 8. The inner two-pair facesa condition
similar to the one handled above. Therefore, it has exactly

T,,

u

+ I)lz-l=-l

u = G,!,,/(G,!,,

(52b)

with 0 < u < 1, such that the remainder transfer
function
G,,,- l(z) is an ( m - 1)th order scalar LBR function satisfying
Gm-,(-l) = 1.
Note that we do not perform the two types of extractions
even though for clarity, both cases are stated above.
A disadvantage with T,,-delay-basedrealizations is that,
the termination at the right end (Fig. 9) gives rise to delayu are no longer
freeloops. Moreover, theexpressionsfor
given by (47) and (50), and u is not necessarily restricted to
the range 0 < u < 1.

VI. LBR-BASED STRUCTURES FOR ARBITRARY
BR TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

r-

G,

Fig. 8. Two-pair extraction for the case C,,,-l) = -1

+

the form of (42) with
signs for B and C. However,
because of the leading minus sign, u has to be calculated
from

In this section we develop procedures for the synthesis of
arbitrary scalar BR functions in terms of constrained LBR
two-pair structures.We first start with thefirst-order LBR
two-pairintroduced in theprevioussection,anddevelop
second-order LBR structures from it. Only T,,-delay-based
structures are considered. The concept of "one removal" at
arbitrary points on the unit circle of the z-domain is developed.
A. LBR Two-Pair Cascaded Realization of General BR Func-

tions
Note that, i f the negative signs are absorbedin the two-pair,
it amounts to reversing the signs of T,, and q,, or equivalently, those of B and C. Fig. 9 shows the overall structure
for the case of a fourth-order all-pass function. Note that,
only onebasic two-pair element is involved. i n addition,
because of the delay in T,,, the termination by unity at the
far end does not give rise to delay-free loops.
Summarizing:

ALLPASS
64

Fig. 9. Overallstructureforafourth-order
tion.

all-passrealiza-
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If the function G,(z)
is BR with Gm(-l) = $1, we can
still proceed to extract LBR two-pairs of the form of (51) or
(53) with the value of u obtained using the same formulas.
It canbe
shown [21]that
the remainderG,,,-,(z)
is a
reduced-order BR and moreover, with T,,-based structures,
that (49) still holds. Moreover, if G,,,(z) is BR with G,(l) =
51, we can employ a frequency transformation on the LBR
two-pairsof
(51) and (52) to obtain reducedorder
BR
remainders. All these results are summarized in Table 2.
Note thateachextractioninvolves
a two-pairwith a
transmission zero (zero of 6 , or T,,) at a frequency w = 0 or
w = n. Aninterestingimplicationof
this scheme is the
following: Consider the structure of Fig. 5. It can be shown
that if IG,,,-,(e'")l = 1 for some w = wo, then IG,,,(e/")I is
also equal to 1 at this frequency. However, if IG,,,-,(e'"o)l is
not equal to 1, then IG,(ej"O))l can still be equal to 1, if the
41 1

Table 2 Type I LBR Two-Pairs

mission
meters Used

Chain
When

Condition
Type
1A

0

G,,,(-l) A = 1

=

+ az-'

1

8 = (1 - 0)z-l

c = (1 - a)

r,,=l-u

r,, = r,, = 6(1
+ z-')
r,, = (U - 1)z-l

D = u + z-'

16

G,,,(-l)= -1

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= 6(l+ z-1)
= 1 + uz-1
A = 1 + uz-'
= -(I - a )

r,,

8=

-(I

c = -(I
D

IC

G,,,(+l) = 1

=u

- a)z-l

q 2 = T,,

- (I)

rZ2= - ( a

=

6(1

+ z-1)

P,

I

P I

I

- 1)z-l

+ z-l

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= 6 ( 1 + z-1)
= 1 + uz-1
A = 1 - UZ-'
r,,=1 - u
B

=

-(1 -

u)z-'

T,

=

T,, = 6 ( 1 - z - ~ )
+1

C=l - u
D = a - z-l

1D

G,,,(+l)= - 1

Tz2 = - ( a - 1)z-l

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= vG(1 - z-1)
= 1 - (Jz-l
A = l -uz-'
= -(I - u )

T,,

B = (1 - o)z-l

T,,

c = -11

r2,= (a - 1)z-l

- u)

=

T,, = vG(1 - z-1)

D = ( J - z-l

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= J;;(l - z-1)
= 1 - uz-1

LBR two-pair has a transmission zero (T,,= T,, = 0) at this
frequency. At a transmission zero of the two-pair G,,,(eiwo)
= T,,(ej"O) and by complementary property, IT,l(e/wO)l= 1 ,
hence IG,,,(ej"o)I = 1 . Thus order reduction by LBR extraction corresponds to removing a "one" from the magnitude
of G,,,(eJ"o), which is the same as removing a transmission
zero from the complementary function H,,,(z), defined by

~ ~ , , , ( e j ~=) ]I'

- IG,,,(e'")12.

(53)

(The phrase "removing a one" will be used to indicate this
operation hereafter.) We point out that the key mechanism
behind order reduction is the attainment of the bound 1 by
IG,,,(ejU)l. If this bound is attained at a frequencycorresponding to z = ejwo, then the above first-order blocks are
not useful. We next deal with this situation.
Second-Order LBR Two-Pairs: Suppose a BR function
G,(z) is equal to -1 at z = ej"0. From the above discussion it appears that an LBR two-pair with transmission zero
at this frequency will be the right choice for extraction. We
can use a frequency transformation to derive such two-pairs.
One such transformation is [I91

which maps the point z = -1 to a point zo = ej'o satisfying

412

=

-cosw,.

(55)

The resulting second-order LBR two-pair has chain parameters

+ B(1 + u ) z - l + U Z - ~
B = (U - I ) Z - ' ( ~+ 2-l)
c = (u - 1)(1 + Bz-1)
D = u + B(1 + u)z-' + Z'
A =1

(564
(56b)
(564
(564

(common denominator has beenignored).Thevalue
of a
can be found by forcing an order reduction resulting in
(57)
The cancellation of a fourth-order factor thus implies that
the resulting G,,,-,(z) is at most of order m - 2.
Similarly for the case of G,,,(eiwo) = + I , we get the form

+ p(1 + u)z-' + UZ-'
B = - (u - 1 ) Z - y p + z-1)
c - -(u - 1)(1 + pz-1)
D = u + B(1 + u ) z P 1 + z-,.
A =1

(584
(58b)
(5k)

(584

In this case we use
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u = I/(?

+A).
Gl!ll(ZC>
Since G,(-I) = 1, and G(-l) = -1, we can extract
two-pair in the first entry of Table 2 with

It can be shown [21] that even though zo and G;(z,)
are
in general complex numbers, the quantity u in (57) and (59)
is real. Moreover, u is in the range
(60)

O < U < l .

Furthermore it can be shown that, with the above choice of

The two-pair is described by

(I, Gm-l is a BR function.

A

+

+

22 - 52-1
5z-2 8z-3
24 - S2-1 + 5 z - 2 + loz-,

'

It can be verified that this is a BR function with G3(- 1) = 1
and G3(e*'"/3) = 1. Let us first extract a second-order twopair with transmission zeros
at
zo =
Calculation
shows that zo/C(zo) = 3/2 and therefore

E

5

=1z-l

CASE I: There exists a point on the unit circle, zo = elWo
such that (G(e'"'0)l = 1.
CASE /I: IC(z)[ is nowhere unity on the unit circle.

1

1

1 + 12-1
2

C = j D = j
2
and the remainder function is
= 4.
Now consider the following situation: Given a BR function G(z), let theorderbereduced
bysuccessive extractions of LBR two-pairs until weget a BR functionG,(z)
with G,(z) # 1 or -1 atany point on the unit circle. The
rules we have formulated so far do not cover this particular
situation, andweneed a new procedure fororderreduction. Two cases canbe
further identified as far as this
situation is concerned

At this point, wehaverules for order reduction of a BR
function whosevalue is 1 or -1 somewhere on the unit
circle. Table 3 summarizestheresults
of thissubsection,
and indicates the commondenominator
of the chain
parameters which forcesthe condition AD - 5 C = 1. Before proceeding further, we consider a synthesis example.
Example 6.1: Consider the transfer function
=

the

=-

Upon extraction of the following two-pair (Table 3, entry 1)

The next subsection takes care of CASE I.
More General "One Removals": Given a BR function
G,(z) such that (C,(el'"O)l = 1, ouraim is to extract a
first-ordertwo-pair andforce G,-l(ejwO) = 1 or -1. We
can then extract a second-order two-pair for further order
reduction. To consider this possibility first consider forcing
Cm-l(e'wO)= -1. To this end we use the first-order twopair of (51) but with u determined from

C=b, D=/i
we get the first-order BR function

Note that this is a real number. Table 4 summarizes various

u=

I

+ 2($j

4

In addition

Table 3 Type 2 LBR Two-Pairs

Condition
Parameters Parameters
Type
When Used
2A

cm(e'yO)= 1

Chain

Transmission
U

+ B(1 + 0)z-l + uz-, T,,= -(u - 1)(1 + B Z - l )
B = - ( a - l)z-l(B + z-')
T12 = fi(1 + 2Bz-l + Z-')

A =1

c = -(u

- 1)(1 + Bz-1)

=

T*? = ( 0 - l)z-'(/3 + z-1)

T,,

1-

1

D=u

Gm(e'wo)= - 1

+ j3(1 + 0)z-1 + uz-2
+ Bz-')
T,> = r,, = ficl + 2 ~ z - l+ z - ~ )

+
+ B(1 + 0)z-l + uz-'
B = (U - I)z-'(B + z-')

=

1

A =1

J,,

=

(u - 1)(1

c = (a - 1)(1 + Bz-')

r,,

=

-(u - I)z-'(B + z - ~ )

-I

22

1 - -GA

D = (I

z=zo

+ B(1 + 0)z-l + Z - *

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= fi(1
2Bz-l + z-2)

2B

+ -(&

+ /?(I + 0)z-l + z

- ~

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= fi(1
2pz-1 + z-2)

+

=

1

z=zo

+ B(1 + 0)z-l + uz-2

~~

Note: zo = e/-o, B

VAIDYANATHAN AND MITRA

=

-cos wo
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Table 4 Type 0 LBR Two-Pairs
Condition
When Used

Chain
Parameters

Gm-,(e”Q)= 1

A =1

r,,

+ uz-’

Transmission
Parameters
=

-(1 - a)

=

1

U

6 = -(I - u)z-’

c = -(I
D

=u

-

6)

+ z-l

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
=

F(l + 2-1)

A = 1 - UZ-’

G,,-,(ejOO) = 1

+ uz-1
- 6)

T’, = -(I

6 = (1 - u)z-’

c = -(I

- u)

D = a - z-’
Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= F ( 1 - 2-1)

G,,-l(e/wo)= -1

A =1

=

+ uz-l

6 = (1 -

1-

uz-1

r,,=l-u

0)z-l

c = 1 -u

D

=u

+ 2-l

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
=

Gm-l(e/OO)= - 1

F(l+ 2-1)

A =1 -

6

=1

T,,=l-u

UZ-’

-(I - u)z-’

c=1- u
(I

r,,

possibleextractionschemes
to be used for thepurposes
under consideration.
LBR two-pair sections of the form shown in Table 2 will
be called Type 1 sections. Those in Table 3 will be referred
to as Type 2. The sections in Table 4 have the same form as
those in Table 2, but use a different formula for u, as they
are used for a different purpose. We thus designate them as
Type 0. Theextractionof
a Type 0 two-pair produces an
unintended behavior at the frequencycorresponding
to
z = 1 (entries 2 and 4) or z -1 (entries 1 and 3). The
transmissionzero of theType 0 two-pairs at z = 1 (or
z = -1) forces G,,,(z) to assume the value 1 at z = 1 (or
z = -1). This effect can be canceled by the extraction of
another Type 1 LBR following the Type 2 (which follows the
Type 0). The Type 1 LBR has the same form as the Type 0,
except that the parameter u is chosen to have a different
value.Specifically, the u of theType 1 LBR two-pair is
chosen such that the II-cascade of the Type 0, Type 2, and
Type 1 has no transmission zero at z = fl. For example, let
E=

parameter
for the Type 0 two-pair, appearing as
the third entry of Table 4
u2,B2 parametersfor the Type 2 two-pair, appearing as
the second entry of Table 3
a,
parameter
for
the
Type
1 two-pair, appearing as
the first entry of Table 2.

u1

41 4

T21(=

q,)

=

(I - 0)z-l

=

1-

- z-’

Common
Denominator
Common
Denominator
= F(1
- 2-1)

TheOverall

+ uz-1

can be calculatedand

it can be

uz-l

shown that if a, is calculated from

- ul)(l- B 2 ) % + u2(1 - u3)(1

- 82)

+2(1 - UJ(1

- u2)(1 - u,)=o

then there is no transmission zero at z = -1 for the overall
two-pair obtained by cascading the above three two-pairs.
However, unlike all the order reduction techniques developed earlier in this paper, it can be shown that a, satisfies
(49), and that only one of the
two parameters, u1 and u3
satisfies (49).l The cancellation of the unintended transmissionzero at z = 1 or -1 is neverperfect, in a digitized
implementation of the cascade of the above three sections.
This difficulty caneasily be overcome by combining the
three sections into a single second-order section, with chain
parameters of the form

+ rz-l + szP2
6 = ( ?+ uz-l)z-’

A =1

c = u + tz-1
D=s

+ rz-’ + z-,

and a commondenominator is understood.Thissecondordersection is then directly implemented. Note that, all
’Detailedjustifications of these statements are omitted in the
interests of brevity.
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our order reduction schemes are "one-removal" operations
on the quantity IG,(ej")l.

B. Realization of Arbitrary Transfer Functions
Consider afifth-orderequiripple
low-pass filter,with
passband magnitude reaching a maximum of unity at a,(=
0), w 2 , and w 3 . To remove the "one" at w , = 0, we need a
first-order LBR two-pair. Afterthisextraction,
we are left
with a fourth-order BR function, which has a magnitude of
1 at w = w2 and o = w 3 . To remove these "1"s and thereby
reduce the order to 0, we need (at least) two second-order
two-pairs. The resulting structure is a cascaded LBR two-pair,
terminated in a constant multiplier m,, with ]mol < 1.
Nextconsider
a fifth-order BR function G,(z) whose
magnitude is equal to 1 at a single frequency w = wo, i.e.,
IGs(ei"O)l = 1. Assume further that upon extraction of the
appropriate two-pair, weare
leftwith a third-order BR
function G,(z) whose magnitude is no longer equal to 1 at
any point on the unit circle. Thisis the CASE I I described
earlier. The extraction schemes mentioned above do not
coverthis case.The obviousremedy is to scale G,(z) to
mG3(z),Iml > 1, such that the maximum of ImG3(ei")lis 1.
The extraction scheme outlined above can then be used to
followed by a multiimplement mC3(z), andthiscanbe
plier l / m (Fig. IO). We thus perform an internal scaling. The

c,

error criterion (such as minimizationof $-error) is to be
imposed. In such cases, it is quite likely that the numerator
and denominator orders are not the same. In some instances, it is possible to dispose of certaintransmission
zeros (such as at z = -1) and still meet the specifications
satisfactorily.Therefore,there areseveral situationswhere
the most suitable transfer function of interest is not necessarily a bilinearly transformed version of a continuous-time
counterpart. If one is interested in obtaining low-sensitivity
structures for suchtransferfunctions,themethodsdescribed in this paper are well suited, and it is our purpose in
this section to consider such examples. Specifically,we start
from a transfer function and obtain an LBR-based II-cascade
realization. Then we simulate these structures to study the
effects of parameter quantization. The performance is then
compared with that of the well-known conventional cascade
form, implemented with same parameter precision. To make
the simulations simple, the effects of computational roundoff are totally ignored. Thus after the multiplier coefficients
are quantized, all computations are performed at the double precision of the host computer.
Example 7.7: Consider the following transfer function
design problem. Find a bandpasstransfer function H(z)
having two complex zero pairs on the unit circle and four
complex pole-pairs, with transition regions from 0.325~ to
0.35n,and from 0 . 4 ~to 0.425~ suchthat the passband
ripple is within 1.5 dB and the minimum stopband attenuation is as large as possible.This optimizationproblem is
solved in [15], and the results are as follows:
Location of poles:

$ 6

Fig. 10. Scaling of C, to attain the bound of unity onthe

Radius
Angle
(multiples

unit circle.
single multiplier section involving l / m will be called Type
p/mI < 1, the Type 3 section is a
"passive" two-pair rather than an LBR two-pair.
Two important observations are now in order.First,for
digital Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptic filters, the situation described in the previous paragraph does not arise. In
other words, throughout the extraction process, the quantity IGm(elw)Ihas the maximum value equal to 1 at least for
one value of w . Thisstatement is true in all situations,
where thenumberof
zeros of 1 - IG,(ej")l* (counting
multiplicity) in the passband of the given transfer function
G N ( z ) is equal to the order N. Also as we shall see in our
examples,
even
for
nonclassical
transfer
functions,
this
statement is true if the passband is optimized in a minimax
sense.Thus in all practicalsituations, the internalscaling
describedabove is unnecessary,and all thetwo-pairs involved are strictly lossless. Second, even if the above internal scaling is required for a particular transfer function, the
zero-sensitivity property at themaxima of IG,(e'")l continues to hold, with respect to each multiplier in the structure, including the internal scaling multiplier.

3. Note that,because

Radius

Angle (multiples of a)

1.oo

kO.430034232
k0.32053856

1. o o

With suitablescaling, H(z) can be converted into a BR
function. A plotof IH(e/")l reveals that it attains the value 1
at four valuesof w in therange 0 d w d n. Accordingly,
four stages of order reductionby 2 are required for a
cascade LBR implementation. It turns out that each of the
four stages is a cascade of Type 0, Type 2, and Type 1. The
details of synthesis are tabulated below:
Section #
1
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Stage #
1

2
3
2

SIMULATION EXAMPLES

Given a digital
filter
specification in terms of
the
frequency response, a common approach is to formulate an
approximation problem in the z-domain itself, without any
reference to thecontinuous-timedomain
[13]-[16]. Such
techniques areveryuseful,forexample,
if certainpredetermined transmissionzerosaredesired,or
if anarbitrary

kO.3506754
k 0.36450952
k0.38580674
i0.39934153

Location of zeros:

3
VII.

of n )

0.991 52666
0.97675725
0.97706649
0.991 727475

4

u

B

0
2

0.3297277
0.9801098
3.0420370

- 0.4491427

0.3391165
0.5488027
2.9676622

- 0.41 11 997

1

4
5
6

0
2

7
8
9

0
2
1

0.3229327
0.9549500
-0.3529237
3.0%2739

10

0
2
1

0.2861351
0.9852333
3.4852315

11

12

Theconstraining

Type

1

multiplierterminatingport

- 0.3140784

2 is of value
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Fig. 11. Frequency response of the bandpass filter of Example 7.1 under various quantization conditions:(a) LBR-based realization. (b) Cascade realization. (c) LBR-based realization.
(d) Cascade realization. (e) LBR-based realization. (9 Cascade realization.

-1.271226*10-3. Note that the given BR function is thus
realized as the input function of a terminated LBR two-pair.
All the Type 2 and Type 0 sections have (I in the range of
(49). All the /3's are in the range of -1 6 /3 6 1, as expected. The order in which wehave listed the sections in
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the preceding table alsoreveals the order in which the
"ones" are "removed."
Fig. 11 shows the passband magnitude response for various quantization levels, where a comparison is drawn with
conventional cascade-form implementation [19]. It is evi-
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dent that the LBR-based structures have much better passband behavior. The stopband behavior is usually better for
the conventional cascade form, as seen from the plots. The
reason for this is that, in the conventional cascade structure,
the parameter quantization does not move the transmission
zeros away from the unit circle.
Twopoints are worthnoting here.First, the order in
which the "ones" are "removed" can be permuted, giving
rise to 24 different structures. These structures may behave
differently as far as other nonideal effects (such as roundoff
noise) are concerned. Second, instead ofquantizing all
multipliers to the same number of bits, we can distribute a
given number of total bits among the various multipliers
according to an optimalbit assignmentscheme.Further
study is required along these lines. Such flexibilities are, of
course,alsoavailable
in the conventional cascade form
structure.
Example 7.2: The secondexample is the realizationof
an LBR-based structure for a transfer function obtained as a
result of the following optimization problem:
Find a low-pass transfer function H(z) with one complex
zero pair on the unit circle, and two complex pole-pairs and
one real pole, with transition region from 0.025~to 0 . 0 5 ~

such that the passband is maximally flat, stays within I-dB
tolerance, and the minimum attenuation in the stopband is
as large as possible. The results of the optimization problem
are given in [15], and are as follows:
Location of poles:
Radius

Angle (multiples of r )

0.904588023
0.9281 4900392
0.027468650688
0.97588677045

k 0.0
k0.01945638482737

Location of zeros:
Angle (multiples of r )
0.053641
5

Radius
1. o o

The complementary function, defined by C ( z ) where C ( z )
satisfies GC H i = 1, has five real zeros at z = 1, because
H ( z ) is maximally flat in the passband. Therefore, H(z) has
a "5th-order one" at z = 1. Five first-order LBR two-pair
sections are thereforerequired in order toobtain a llcaxade LBR realization of H(z). Once again, H(z) is the
input function of a terminated LBR two-pair. The following
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Fig. 12. Frequency response of the low-pass filter of Example 7.2 under various quantization conditions: (a) LBR-based realization. (b) Cascade realization. (c) LBR-based realization.
(d) Cascade realization.
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table summarizes the design:

1

Stage 3

Type

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
1
1

w = 0.3n, 0.6n,B
and that a low-pass filter with maximally flat passband is
required. Assume further that the filter order is fixed to be
5. One way of finding H ( z ) is the following:
Let

U

0.9711 384
0.9298897
0.9168418
0.9265728
0,9673837

+ z-1)(1

- zcos 0,z-’
x ( l - zcos 0,z-1

(1

and the terminatingmultiplier is of value 2.27558*10-4.
Only Type 1 sections are required, and each section satisfies
(49).Fig.12shows
plots of IH(eJ“)l forvarious levels of
quantization. Clearly, the LBR structures are better off in the
passband.
Example 7.3: The purpose of this example is to demonstrate an alternate meansof
synthesizing a BR transfer
function so that zeros of the function on the unit circle do
not move away from the unit circle in spite of coefficient
quantization. If the LBR-based structure has this property,
then the sensitivity of the synthesized BR function is satisfactory not only in the passband, but in the stopband as
well.
Referring to the basic LBR two-pairs introduced in Section IV, it is clear that all of them have transmission zeros
on the unit circle. Moreover, these transmission zeroscan
move only along the unit circle and never away from it, if
the parameters are quantized. If a given BR function H(z) is
synthesized as the “cross-transfer function” rather than as
the “inputfunction” (see Fig.13), then the transmission

H(z) =

+ z-2)
+ 2-2)

D(z)
where
w1 = 0 . 3 ~ w2 = 0 . 6 ~

and let
(1 - z-7)’

G(z) = k

D(z)

and let D(z) be chosen such thatG(z)
and H(z) are
complementary, i.e., G c H f i = 1. For a given k , the
fifth-order denominator D ( z ) canbe uniquely determined
by equating like powers of z. Proper choice of k results in
D(z) besuitable passband width. Thus with k =
comes

+

D ( z ) = 2.308170 - 7.7385782-’

+ 10.833325~-~

- 7.806637~-~
+ 2.880088~-~- 0.433200~-~.
The result of synthesizing G(z) as an input function of a
terminated LBR two-pair is shown below
Stage #

Type

a

1

1

1

0.2%5256

2

2
3
4

0
2

0.0456279
0.3090170
0.0292272
1.5433429

GW

Fig. 13.

Realization of a giventransfer function H ( z ) as a

cross-transfer function.

1

+

Fig. 14. Pertaining to the cross-transfer function realization.

not affect H(z) andare not needed. Theyare shown to
emphasize that H(z) can be looked upon as the cross-transfer function of an LBR two-pair. The multiplier
can also
be deleted, as this does not affect the sensitivity properties.
As a specific example, let us assume that the transmission
zeros are predetermined to be at

rn,
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1.0675007
0.1085533

- 0.5877a53

with the terminating multiplier of value 0.433243. H(z) can
also be synthesized as an input function rather than crossfunction of a terminated LBR two-pair. The details of the
II-cascaded LBR structure for this case are given below

+

t----H(Z)

1

0
5
2
6
70.3267347 1

3

zeros of H(z) are the same as those of the two-pairs
themselves. As long as all the zeros of H(z) are on the unit
circle (which is the case in most practical applications), we
can obtain such a realization. Given H(z), the task is therefore to find a BR function G(z) suchthat G c H f i = 1.
Then G(z) canbesynthesized as the input function of a
terminated LBR two-pair. Let the termination be m. Since
G(z) is BR, wemust
have I r n l < 1. Then H(z) canbe
obtained as shown in Fig. 14. The multipliers m3 and m4 do

B

Section #

Stage #

Type

1
2
3
4

1
1
1

5

1

a

0.85O4112
0.6693223
0.6143950
0.6501 034
0.8256158

with the terminating multiplier of value 4.33243 X
Fig. 1 5 shows magnitude plots forthe quantized structuresfor
both the above implementations. Clearly,the
former is very satisfactory in the stopband compared to the
latter. The former is also acceptably good in the passband.
RELATION WITH WAVE DIGITALFILTERSAND
CASCADED-LATTICE
STRUCTURES

VIII.

In this section, we first show that the wave adaptors used
in wave-digital filters canbe obtained from the LBR twopairs derived earlier by a “delay extraction” approach. We
then show how the new type of wave-digitalfilterproPROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE. VOL 72, NO 4, APRIL 1984
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fig. 16. Scalingof a two-pair.
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fig. 17. Delayextraction from the first-order LBR two-pair.
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1
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0
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The two-pairs Y ( z )and Yd(z)are related as shown in Fig.
16. The above two-pairs can be realized using one delay. In
order to get this realization, let us extract a delay using
methods similar to that outlined in [22] for multiplier extraction. Referring to Fig. 17,we have the following description:
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for the three-pair, which when terminated in z-l at the
third portimplements the two-pair Y(z). With the constraint

(b)
Fig. 15. Frequencyresponseofthelow-pass
filter ofExample 7.3 undervariousquantizationconditions:(a)Transfer
function realized as the cross-transfer function. (b) Transfer
function realized as the input function.

x,

=

(65 1

z-16

it can be shown that

posed in [6] canbe obtainedfromthe
LBR two-pairs by
means of "multiplierextraction"
[22].Considerthe
firstorder LBR two-pair

[; ;]

=

[ :::I: :

1.00

Normalfzed F r e q u e n c y

P(z)

y=

Z-l

Y(z) = Y+
VW
1 - 533z-1
where elements of Y(z) are as in (62). Given these elements of the two-pair Y(z), weseek to find all the nine
elements (constants) of the matrix q .Towards this end,
using (66),we obtain the following nine equations:

with
T,al

1 -u

=

1

Tf2=

=

+ uz-1

Tfl= 6

(1
1

+ z-1)
+ uz-1

- u)z-l

-(I
1

+ uz-1

.

By scaling the corresponding chain parameters with a scale
factor of
we generate another two-pair Y(z)

I-a

6,

-(I

U

-u)

0
1-u

(68)
-u

This three-pair transfer matrix description is closely related
to that of the series wave adaptors given in 13, p. 2421

with
u
T,,= 1 1+ -uz-1

1

+ z-1

51 = 1 + uz-1

[

+

u(1
z-1)
1 + uz-l
-(I - u)z-l .
T22 =
1 + uz-l

72 =

(62b)
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With

1 - 8,

-81

-82

1-82

-83
-83
F1= u, B2 = 1, and & = 1

-81
-82
1

- 83

1.

(69)

- u the above reduces to
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1-0

-(I

-U

0
-(I - u )

-u)

"1.
-g

(70)

u

1

Now, we get from the definition of Yl and (68)

[ [
-;2]=

-U

0
-(I -U- u )

-(I l 1 -l uU)

-I][
u

(71)

Thus the matrix appearing in (71) is the same as$ of (70)
and so the adaptors are obtained in a systematic way from
the LBR approach. Moreover, we are naturally ledto a
one-multiplier description, advancedbyFettweis [23]. The
changes in sign are easily explained: The changes in X , and
Y, do not affect the function to the right of port 2. If we had
extracted -2-l instead of z-', the change in sign of X ,
would have been unnecessary.
Instead of starting from the LBR-generated two-pair of
(62), if we start from the LBR two-pair Y ' ( z )itself, we get
the three-pair

qa=

1

-0u

-(I - u )

-

6

-61.

(72)

-u

Moreover, from (66), it is clear that Y(z) is not affected by
to get a new
inserting an arbitrary scale factor a in
matrix qbas follows:

c

6

u/a

1

0

q b =

1-0
a
6

-u

Fig. 18. Realization of a first-order LBR two-pair using the
multiplier extraction approach.

A very important feature to be noticed here is that, the
LBR-generated two-pair of (62) canbe
implemented by
using a single multiplier u, which therefore completely
characterizes the two-pair. Consequently, the"LBR-generated" property is induced by the structure, rather than by
the actual value of u. As long as u satisfies 0 c u c 1, the
two-pair of (62) satisfies the LBR-generated property. Thus
passivity properties are "structure induced," thereby meeting the condition laid down in Section Ill for low sensitivity.
The structure of Fig. 18 can be seen to be the same as
one of the wave-digitalfilterbuilding
blocks derived by
SwamyandThyagarajan [6], using bilinear transformations
on continuous-time network elements. Moreover, by using
frequency transformations such as (54), one cangenerate
the second-order two-pairs presented in [6], starting from
the first-order LBR-generated two-pairs.
Let us nextconsider the following problem: Obtain a
first-order LBR two-pairwith a forward delay in TZ2, but
otherwise, as "simple as possible." This vague qualification
will become clear as we proceed on. We do not restrict the
two-pair to be reciprocal. Let Y ( z )be of the form

It can be shown that if a is chosen as

a=

(74)

1-u

then qbsatisfies LBR property, i.e., (qb)'qb
= Y. Essenis anLBR-generated three-pair.
tially, this means that
Thus the series adaptor can be looked upon as an LBR-generated three-pair of zero order. In view of the equivalence
between parallel and series adaptors,pointed out in [23], it
follows that the parallel adaptor can also be derived directly
via the LBR approach.
Wecan similarly extract delays from two-pairs of higher
order described in the previous section and obtain corresponding adaptors. For example, consider the Brune section
of continuous-time domain. If the delays representing the
inductors and capacitors in an equivalent wave-digital signal flow diagram are extracted, the remaining circuit is the
adaptor described in [24]. Thesame adaptorcanbe
obtained using the LBR approach, by extracting delays from a
ll-cascade of Type 0, Type 2, and Type 1 sections described
in the previous section.
In a manner similar to the delay extraction, we can extract
a multiplier and obtain from (62) the three-pair (which gives
the structure shown in Fig. 18)

Para-unitariness forces

clcl+ c,c, = 1 c2c2+ c3c3 = 1

c

0

1

s;=

420

(1
-(I

+ z-I)

+

2-1)

-2-1

1

+ z-1

1
z-1

-z-l

1.

The simplest way to satisfy (77) is to choose

C,(Z)

=

ci2-l

C,(Z)

=

c, C2(Z)= c,

C,(Z) = cq

which leads to

(79)
where c,, c 2 ,&, c, are related by

Let us consider the structure that results from a choice of
positive signs. This gives rise to

c,

=

-c2.

Thus we arrive at the form (Fig. 19)

1

(75)
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Fig. 19. The normalized Gray-Markel lattice structure

where c1 is constant for the transfer matrix. Note that there
are no finite nonzero poles and, moreover,each entry of
Y ( z )is anallpass filter of gain 1. Another feature is that
the structure is not reciprocal, nor anti-reciprocal. Structures
be workedout
for other choices of signparameterscan
similarly. Note that, the two-pair described by (81) is precisely the Gray and Markel normalized lattice two-pair [12].
IX.

Low SENSITIVITY

VERSUS
TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS

It is well known that, in order to exhibit low passband
sensitivity with respect to components, a continuous-time
LC two-port must be suitably doubly terminated so that at
the maxima of the magnitude in the passband the source
transfers the maximum available power. As a consequence,
a singly terminated, or an unterminated LC two-port network does not giverise to low-sensitivity realizations, because, the maximum available power is not bounded above
in these cases.
In the case of digital filters, the role of terminations is
different. Thus the structures advanced in this paperare
lossless digital two-pairs, which are typically terminated at
one end,oreven unterminated. In spite of this, they still
exhibit low passband sensitivity. The reason for this can be
seen by considering a general, doubly terminated LBR digital two-pair as shown in Fig. 20, where H(z) = V ( z ) / X ( z ) .

In*,A I
Fig. 20. A doubly terminated digital lossless two-pair.

Based on the losslessness of the two-pair, it can be shown
that the maximum possible value of the quantity IH(e’“)l is
given by

1
/(I

- n2)(1 - m ’ )

IG,,,-,(ejw)l G I

LOW PASSBAND SENSITIVITY DIGITAL FILTERS

* IG,(ej“)l G I ,

for all o (83)

holds regardless of digitization. Now, “m,” can be quantizedin such a way that its magnitude does not exceed
unity. Thus applying the implication of (83) repeatedly,
at the
startingfrom the right end of Fig. 6, wearrive
conclusion that the given transfer function GN(z) is structurally bounded, and therefore satisfies the low-sensitivity
requirements laid down in Section I l l .
’ From the above lineof
reasoning, it is clearthat, the
two-pairs need not be lossless, but need only be LBR-generated. (Recall that, the “LBR-generated” property is an unnormalized version of losslessness.) If, however, each twopair is actually lossless (which is a stronger requirement),
then each two-pair becomes an “orthogonal” digital filter
building block, and can be implemented as a combination
of norm-preserving planar rotations. Thisgivesrise to the
special case of the orthogonal filter structures advanced by
Deprettere and Dewilde [25]. Finally,the LBR extraction
case of multiapproach
can
be
generalized for
the
input/multi-output transfer functions. A special case of this
is the synthesis of single-input two-output ”lossless” transfer
functions, as a cascade interconnection of three-input
three-output “orthogonal” building
blocks, leading to the
structures advanced by Henrot and Mullisin [26]. These
structures can again be implemented in terms of norm-preserving planar rotations, and in addition are pipelineable.
X.

(82)

According to Section Ill of this paper, if the transfer function magnitude attains this bound at certain frequencies in
the passband, this is sufficient to ensure low sensitivity.
Wave-digital filters naturally fall under this class, as they are
obtainedfromcontinuous-time
LC networks, which are
“properly” terminated in order to attain the corresponding
“maximum available power” bound at the reflections zeros
in the passband. The structures advanced in earlier sections
of this paperalso fall under this class, with “n” being
typically zero. Note that, even if “n” and/or “m” is zero,
the bound in (82) is finite andhence attainable, and this
explains the reason why double terminations are not necessary for low passband sensitivity. Note however, that if “m“
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and/or “n” has a magnitude equal to unity, wehavean
unattainable bound, and therefore the resulting digital filter
structure does not have low sensitivity. This is the situation,
analogous to a singly terminated or unterminated continuous-time LC two-port. It should be mentioned in this context that the Gray and Markel lattice-structure implementation of an all-pole transfer function, can be represented as
in Fig. 20, with n = 0 and m = 1, and therefore, does not
fall under the low-sensitivity class.
We now wish to review the overall implementation that
results from the LBR approach advanced in this paper. The
structures are in the form shown in Fig. 6, with lmOl < 1.
The crucial property that each two-pair satisfies is that, if
G,,,-l(z) is BR, then so is G,,(z) (see Fig. 5). This is a
consequence of the fact that each two-pair is LBR-generated (see Section V-A). Moreover, the LBR-generated property canbe
retained in spite ofmultiplierquantization
(Section VIII) and, therefore, the following implication:

CONLCUDINC
REMARKS

Starting from the basic requirements for low sensitivity in
the passband of a digital filter, we arrived at the conclusion
that the implementation should be structurally passive, and
moreover that the transfer function should attainthe upper
bound of magnitude imposed by the structure, at certain
points in the passband. This was followed by the derivation
of a general synthesis procedure for BR functions based on
LBR two-pair building blocks.
In conclusion, we recall some of the familiar notions in
classical, continuous-time network synthesis. The notion of
passivity is associated with the concept ofpositive-real
functions and matrices, and the notion of losslessness with
the conieptof lossless positive-real (LPR) functions and
matrices [27], [28]. It is the LPR property that givesrise to
low sensitivity in case of doubly terminated lossless net-
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works [29]. Scattering matrices [29] of lossless multiports are
knownto satisfy certain boundedness conditionsin the
continuous-time domain. Incident and reflected “waves”
pertaining to passive elementssatisfy
BR property. We
arrived at similar notions in this paper through a z-domain
BR
argument. The methods developed in thispaperfor
synthesisareanalogous
to the methods existing in the
continuous-time domain forsynthesis of driving-point functions. To see this, note that for a given BR function G(z),
there exists a corresponding PR function (positive real) Z(s)
given by

TGIzl

t’

Z ( S )= r 1-5

where r is a positive constant, which can be assumed to be
unity for simplicity. Thus a pole of Z ( s ) corresponds to the
situation where G(z) = 1. The situation where a BR function does not attain the value 1 or -1 for any frequency is
analogous to the situation where an impedance or its reciprocal does not have anyjw axis pole. The situation where
a BR function is complex and has a magnitude equal to 1 on
the unit circle is similar to the situation where a PR function
has minimum real part along io axis equal to zero, with the
imaginary part beingfinite nonzero. Extracting a Type 0
section from a BR function C,,, is analogous to extracting a
first-order reactance function from a minimum impedance
function Z(, s) so as to create a jo-axis zero of the remainder
impedance function Zm-l(s). The extraction of a Type 2
section following this is analogous to the extraction ofan
LC network in order to remove the pole from the remainder
admittance function l/Z,,,-l(s). Finally,
the extraction of a
Type 1 (following a Type 0 and Type 2) two-pair is analogous to the extraction of a first-order reactance function to
cancel an unintended transmissionzero at s = 00. Therefore, a cascadeofType 0, Type 2, and the corresponding
Type-I section is analogous to the Brune section, and so on.
As a final remark, we wish to mention that, in view of the
generality of the framework advanced in this paper, it has
been possible to design low-sensitivity “passive” structures
for active filters [30] withoutrequiring LC prototypes. In
addition, FIR digital-filter structures that are passiveand
therefore have very low passband sensitivity have also been
designed, based on the BR concept [31].
APPENDIXI

Lemma AI:

G”=

Let G(z) be a scalar allpass function. Then

C(l

+ C),

C(I - C),

if G(-I) = 1

if G(-I)

= -I

(AI)

where the derivatives are evaluated at z-’ = -1.
A proof of this lemma can be found in [21]. Note that the
statement of this lemma does not involve the type and does
not involve rn. It depends only on the behavior of C(z) at
z = -1.
Lemma AZ: Let G(z) be a scalar BR function. Then

4

3 0,

< 0,

if C ( - I ) = -1
if C ( - I ) =I

(A21

where C is evaluated at z-’ = - 1.
proof: Since G(z) is a scalar BR function, it is analytic
in a small enough neighborhood of z = -1. SO the derivative at z = -1 is independent of the direction in which we
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(b)
Fig. 21. Illustrating the behavior of C(z) near z = -1.
(a) C(-I) = 1. (b) C(-1) = -1.

approach the limit. Let us move along the real axis, through
the point z = -1. We know that IC(z)l c 1 for IzI > 1
assuming C(z) not constant. Therefore as we move through
z = -1, G(z) changes as shown in Fig.21(a) and(b) for
C( -1) = 1 and -1, respectively. Since the derivatives in
(A2) are with respect to z-’, the conditions of the lemma
are proved.
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